
  

 
 

 

Creating a SAFETM Place in Your Classroom 
  

If the idea of trauma-informed education seems overwhelming and you want a 
good first step to take, think about creating that SAFETM Place in your classroom 
where kids can go to find calm.   

One of the first things on the list of creating a trauma-informed classroom is an 
educator’s ability to create an environment that feels safe.  Key to creating that 
SAFE place is the words and the messaging that we use and promote within the 
classroom.   

The effects of poverty and trauma have a direct impact on a child’s learning, 
sensory system, and ability to self-regulate throughout a school day. One strategy is 
the designation of a safe place in your classroom where students can go to find 
their calm and help self-regulate. Maybe you already have such a place, but it needs 
some improvement or maybe you are starting from a clean slate. Note, this space 
in the classroom for students is in no way meant to be punitive or a place where 
students are “sent”, but an opportunity for students to make a self-empowering, 
healthy choice.  

Dr. Mary Crnobori, Coordinator of Trauma-Informed Schools, in the Metro Nashville 
District, encourages her pilot and focus schools to create “Peace Corners”.  You can 
call it a PEACE CORNER, a CALM CORNER, a REGULATION STATION, or whatever you 
want, the important thing is not what you call it, but that it works.  One of the 
schools, Fall-Hamilton Elementary, in the Metro Nashville initiative that is piloting 
trauma-informed practices and succeeding, led by Principal Matthew Portell, shares 
their experience setting up “Peace Corners” in the link below. 

Peace Corner: Creating Safe Space for Reflection 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ar0GPsEYjqY 

Dr. Mary and I sat down recently and put together a list of suggested items for you 
to think about as you put together your SAFETM Place. This is not an inclusive list 
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and you don’t need everything listed to start.  If you have something that works that 
is not listed please share, we would love to hear about it. 

 

MATERIALS LIST: 

Furnishings 
      Bean bag  

Or other comfortable place to sit 
 
Fidgets   
     Koosh balls  
      Stress balls  
      Yarn ball  
      Tangle Jr  
       Sand timer  
(NOTE: the purpose of the space is to reflect and regulate, not to hang out, so time 
limits are recommended) 
 
Activities  
    Inexpensive MP3 / preloaded music   
     iPad  
     Mindful coloring book  
     Blue day book for kids  
    Check heart rate / pulso-meter  
 Emotions ID sheet (helps students identify and share feelings) 
 Journal page that gives students the ability to externalize  
 
Visuals   
      Calming images. Pets. Nature.  
      Happy photo of class   

 
If you don’t have a space set up yet or what to make improvement, this is a great 
opportunity to connect with a community member for sponsorship.  Costs are 
minimal ($100-$250) and allows someone outside the classroom to be a part.  
 


